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Submission Writeup 

If your submission is in QGIS or a non-ArcGIS platform, you should include a writeup in your submission folder that 

covers the questions listed in “Platform and Requirements.” This writeup template is provided for your use, although 

any document that meets all the requirements is eligible.  

Name: Claudio Álvarez Soto 

Email Address: claudio.alvarezs@usach.cl 

University/Institution (if applicable): CITIAPS - USACH 

 

Title of Project 

PLATFORM FOR SOCIO-NATURAL DISASTER AND RISK MANAGEMENT 

 

Please limit your responses to the following three questions to a total of 750 words.  

What global challenge does your project address or relate to? 

Regions development and crisis 

Red tide events and paralytic shellfish poisoning (PSP) events are very unpredictable and make              

a huge impact on local communities that sustain their GDP based on seafood production (Los               

Lagos Regions case). The only possible solution is to mitigate its effect by having a strong system                 

for decision making in order to answer key questions that converge in how local governments               

will handle the situation and communicate this to their communities.  

Unfortunately the decision makers that are involved don't necessarily have the resources and             

skills to be able to answer questions related to when, what, and where these events are gonna                 

make an impact into the region's development, almost all of their processes in terms of data                

collection, management and processing are done manually, so it takes longer time than expect in               

order to start planning a solution and give a response to the communities. 

For CITIAPS-USACH as Research, Development and Innovation center for software creation,           

being able to help and work altogether with Los Lagos region government brings an enormous               

opportunity to build and develop a platform that integrates all the necessary data for              

establishing an early alert system in hopes of preventing future economic problems by             

improving and automating all the necessary processes involved, but most importantly,           

establishing a strong linkage between communities, academia, business and government. 
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How does this map help us better understand this challenge within a local or 

regional context? 

All process and decision making involved within the administration and management in order to              

plan a solution in front of a red tide or PSP events are based on the usage of spatial data. Being                     

able to integrate and publish all these data within a common platform, also the put in                

disposition the development of other software components such as data collection systems from             

different organizations and local communities (reports based on specific surveys) with carefully            

developed analytic tools within our map viewer will give decision makers a better work              

environment and experience in terms of having a more efficient way of using, analyzing and               

reporting their information and decisions to the local government and communities. 

 

 

What implications does your project hold for tackling this challenge in the future? 

With this project we hope to make a positive huge impact in terms of how the local decision                  

makers will have a better response and planning opportunity whenever a Red tide or PSP event                

occurs. Also we have a huge interest in local communities to be part of our solution’s                

development because if they don't show any interest in it; it doesn't make any sense to build it.                  

We’ve always thought our processes of software development as a chance to reduce             

technological and access to information gaps. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


